Biology Exploring Life Chapter 15 Concept Check Answers
Eventually, you will no question discover a other experience and realization by spending more cash. yet when? do you understand that you require to get those every needs as
soon as having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to understand even more as regards
the globe, experience, some places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own period to feint reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is Biology Exploring Life Chapter 15 Concept Check Answers below.
The ultimate guide to understanding biology Have you ever wondered how the food you eat becomes
the energy your body needs to keep going? The theory of evolution says that humans and chimps
descended from a common ancestor, but does it tell us how and why? We humans are insatiably
curious creatures who can't help wondering how things work—starting with our own bodies.
Wouldn't it be great to have a single source of quick answers to all our questions about how living
things work? Now there is. From molecules to animals, cells to ecosystems, Biology For Dummies
answers all your questions about how living things work. Written in plain English and packed with
dozens of enlightening illustrations, this reference guide covers the most recent developments and
discoveries in evolutionary, reproductive, and ecological biology. It's also complemented with lots of
In Biology Is Technology, author Robert Carlson offers a uniquely
practical, up-to-date examples to bring the information to life. Discover how living things work Think
informed perspective on the endeavors that contribute to current
progress in the science of biological systems and the technology used like a biologist and use scientific methods Understand lifecycle processes Whether you're enrolled in a
to manipulate them.
biology class or just want to know more about this fascinating and ever-evolving field of study,
Exploring Biology in the Laboratory: Core Concepts is a comprehensive Biology For Dummies will help you unlock the mysteries of how life works.
manual appropriate for introductory biology lab courses. This edition Microalgae in Health and Disease Prevention is a comprehensive reference that addresses the
is designed for courses populated by nonmajors or for majors courses
historical and potential use of microalgae, its extracts, secondary metabolites, and molecular
where abbreviated coverage is desired. Based on the two-semester
constituents for enhancing human health and preventing diseases. Each chapter features an overview,
version of Exploring Biology in the Laboratory, 3e, this Core Concepts
and the book includes coverage of microalgae biology, harmful algae, the use of microalgae in alcohol
edition features a streamlined set of clearly written activities with
and food, and as sources of macronutrients, micronutrients, vitamins, and minerals. The historical use
abbreviated coverage of the biodiversity of life. These exercises
of microalgae, in addition to its potential use as a nutraceutical and cosmeceutical, is also addressed.
emphasize the unity of all living things and the evolutionary forces
The book provides coverage of relevant, up-to-date research as assembled by a group of contributors
that have resulted in, and continue to act on, the diversity that we
who are dedicated to the advancement of microalgae use in health, diet and nutrition. Discusses
see around us today.
research findings on the relationship between microalgal diet, nutrition and human health Presents
It's obvious why only men develop prostate cancer and why only women
get ovarian cancer. But it is not obvious why women are more likely to the medicinal, anti-allergic and psychoactive properties of microalgae Identifies toxic and harmful
recover language ability after a stroke than men or why women are more microalgae Addresses microalgal lipids, proteins and carbohydrates
apt to develop autoimmune diseases such as lupus. Sex differences in
This volume, with a Foreword writer Sir Roger Penrose, discusses the foundations of computation in
health throughout the lifespan have been documented. Exploring the
relation to nature. It focuses on two main questions: What is computation?How does nature
Biological Contributions to Human Health begins to snap the pieces of compute? The contributors are world-renowned experts who have helped shape a cutting-edge
the puzzle into place so that this knowledge can be used to improve
computational understanding of the universe. They discuss computation in the world from a variety
health for both sexes. From behavior and cognition to metabolism and
of perspectives, ranging from foundational concepts to pragmatic models to ontological conceptions
response to chemicals and infectious organisms, this book explores the
and philosophical implications. The volume provides a state-of-the-art collection of technical papers
health impact of sex (being male or female, according to reproductive
and non-technical essays, representing a field that assumes information and computation to be key in
organs and chromosomes) and gender (one's sense of self as male or
understanding and explaining the basic structure underpinning physical reality. It also includes a new
female in society). Exploring the Biological Contributions to Human
edition of Konrad Zuse's “Calculating Space” (the MIT translation), and a panel discussion
Health discusses basic biochemical differences in the cells of males
transcription on the topic, featuring worldwide experts in quantum mechanics, physics, cognition,
and females and health variability between the sexes from conception
computation and algorithmic complexity. The volume is dedicated to the memory of Alan M Turing
throughout life. The book identifies key research needs and
— the inventor of universal computation, on the 100th anniversary of his birth, and is part of the
opportunities and addresses barriers to research. Exploring the
Biological Contributions to Human Health will be important to health
Turing Centenary celebrations. Contents:Foreword (R
policy makers, basic, applied, and clinical researchers, educators,
Penrose)PrefaceAcknowledgementsIntroducing the Computable Universe (H Zenil)Historical,
providers, and journalists-while being very accessible to interested
Philosophical & Foundational Aspects of Computation:Origins of Digital Computing: Alan Turing,
lay readers.
Charles Babbage, & Ada Lovelace (D Swade)Generating, Solving and the Mathematics of Homo
Sample Chapters Three and Four to Accompany Biolog Y
Sapiens. E Post's Views on Computation (L De Mol)Machines (R Turner)Effectiveness (N
Exploring Life
Dershowitz & E Falkovich)Axioms for Computability: Do They Allow a Proof of Church's Thesis?
Exploring the World of Biology
(W Sieg)The Mathematician's Bias — and the Return to Embodied Computation (S B
Exploring the Corpus of English Life Sciences Texts
Cooper)Intuitionistic Mathematics and Realizability in the Physical World (A Bauer)What is
The Promise, Peril, and New Business of Engineering Life
Exploring Lifespan Development, Fourth Edition , the shorter, essentials version of Development Computation? Actor Model versus Turing's Model (C Hewitt)Computation in Nature & the Real
Through the Lifespan , Seventh Edition, covers the same topics and contains the same number of World:Reaction Systems: A Natural Computing Approach to the Functioning of Living Cells (A
Ehrenfeucht, J Kleijn, M Koutny & G Rozenberg)Bacteria, Turing Machines and Hyperbolic Cellular
chapters, but presents only the essential information, with an exceptionally strong emphasis on
Automata (M Margenstern)Computation and Communication in Unorganized Systems (C
applications. Exploring Lifespan Development also includes all the great features Berk’s texts
Teuscher)The Many Forms of Amorphous Computational Systems (J Wiedermann)Computing on
are known for — an engaging writing style, exceptional multicultural and cross-cultural focus,
Rings (G J Martínez, A Adamatzky & H V McIntosh)Life as Evolving Software (G J
rich examples, the most up-to-date research, and practical applications that help students relate
Chaitin)Computability and Algorithmic Complexity in Economics (K V Velupillai & S
the subject to their personal and professional lives. All print formats are available for pre-order
now with publication set for late July. E-book formats will be available for purchase in mid-July Zambelli)Blueprint for a Hypercomputer (F A Doria)Computation & Physics & the Physics of
Computation:Information-Theoretic Teleodynamics in Natural and Artificial Systems (A F Beavers &
with prices starting at $72.00 for a 180-day rental.
C D Harrison)Discrete Theoretical Processes (DTP) (E Fredkin)The Fastest Way of Computing All
The completion of this book has given us immense joy and contentment after huge,
comprehensive, and demanding efforts. It was a challenge for all of us to compile the advanced Universes (J Schmidhuber)The Subjective Computable Universe (M Hutter)What Is Ultimately
Possible in Physics? (S Wolfram)Universality, Turing Incompleteness and Observers (K
knowledge that would be vital for all the enthusiasts of biology and other streams of life
Sutner)Algorithmic Causal Sets for a Computational Spacetime (T Bolognesi)The Computable
sciences. The book "Emerging Trends in Life Sciences" is intended to provide most of the
Universe Hypothesis (M P Szudzik)The Universe is Lawless or “Pant n chrêmat n metron
knowledge of recent emerging trends in various topics of Biosciences. It contains 15 chapters
anthr pon einai” (C S Calude, F W Meyerstein & A Salomaa)Is Feasibility in Physics Limited by
from well-known researchers and academicians in their respective fields. The various aspects
covered in this book include Plant Science, Agriculture, and Environment. The book is an effort Fantasy Alone? (C S Calude & K Svozil)The Quantum, Computation & Information:What is
Computation? (How) Does Nature Compute? (D Deutsch)The Universe as Quantum Computer (S
to address various topics related to biology and streams of life sciences in a way that actually
makes sense and is easy to understand. This book provides scattered knowledge and literature in Lloyd)Quantum Speedup and Temporal Inequalities for Sequential Actions (M ukowski)The
Contextual Computer (A Cabello)A G del-Turing Perspective on Quantum States
compiled form.
This volume, with a foreword by Sir Roger Penrose, discusses the foundations of computation in Indistinguishable from Inside (T Breuer)When Humans Do Compute Quantum (P Zizzi)Open
Discussion Section:Open Discussion on A Computable Universe (A Bauer, T Bolognesi, A Cabello,
relation to nature.It focuses on two main questions: What is computation? How does nature
C S Calude, L De Mol, F Doria, E Fredkin, C Hewitt, M Hutter, M Margenstern, K Svozil, M
compute?The contributors are world-renowned experts who have helped shape a cutting-edge
Szudzik, C Teuscher, S Wolfram & H Zenil)Live Panel Discussion (transcription):What is
computational understanding of the universe. They discuss computation in the world from a
variety of perspectives, ranging from foundational concepts to pragmatic models to ontological Computation? (How) Does Nature Compute? (C S Calude, G J Chaitin, E Fredkin, A J Leggett, R de
conceptions and philosophical implications.The volume provides a state-of-the-art collection of Ruyter, T Toffoli & S Wolfram)Zuse's Calculating Space:Calculating Space (Rechnender Raum) (K
Zuse)Afterword to Konrad Zuse's Calculating Space (A German & H Zenil) Readership: Graduate
technical papers and non-technical essays, representing a field that assumes information and
computation to be key in understanding and explaining the basic structure underpinning physical students who are specialized researchers in computer science, information theory, quantum theory
and modern philosophy and the general public who are interested in these subject areas.
reality. It also includes a new edition of Konrad Zuse''s OC Calculating SpaceOCO (the MIT
Keywords:Digital Physics;Computational Universe;Digital Philosophy;Reality Theories of the
translation), and a panel discussion transcription on the topic, featuring worldwide experts in
quantum mechanics, physics, cognition, computation and algorithmic complexity.The volume is Universe;Models of the World;Thring Computation RandomnessKey Features:The authors are all
prominent researchersNo competing titlesState-of-the-art collection of technical papers and nondedicated to the memory of Alan M Turing OCo the inventor of universal computation, on the
technical essays
100th anniversary of his birth, and is part of the Turing Centenary celebrations.
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Giving an overview of practical statistics through accessible language, engaging examples and exercises based on step. Present psychology as a science, emphasizing the process of inquiry and
real data, the 6th edition of BPS offers a revised organisation and updated exercises and examples. (This title may putting facts in the service of concepts. Make sure students come away with an
not be available in all areas. Please contact your representative for more information.)
appreciation of psychology's big ideas, and with a deeper respect for
A guidebook to beating internet addiction and screen overuse and for living a fuller life There’s no escaping
it we live in a digital world. We work, play, socialize, and learn online, and the Internet provides many amazing humanity--what drives us, distinguishes us, unifies us.
A Note to the Student Wiley is dedicated to meeting faculty and student needs
opportunities. Unfortunately, because of our basic biology, we’re all susceptible to overuse and addiction to
screens. Video games, social media, porn, and even scrolling online, taps into that pleasurable dopamine reward by providing flexible educational materials for your Introductory Biology
system. So, when is it time to log off or put the phone down and get help? Overcoming Internet Addiction For
course. Wiley has divided Biology: Exploring Life into six separate paperback
Dummies gives you the information, resources, and the self-assessment tools you need to discover how much is too volumes to allow maximum utility. Hardcover Contents ISBN Biology: Exploring
much, along with practical suggestions on what to do about it. Learn how to take back control of your time and
Life Chapters 1 44 0471-54408-6 Paperback Units Contents ISBN Volume 1
attention—or help your kids or loved ones get control of theirs. This comprehensive, user-friendly overview of
Internet addiction is full of helpful and proven methods to help foster a healthy, balanced, and sustainable life with Cell Biology and Genetics Chapters 1 17 0471-01827-9 Volume 2 Form and
Function of Plant Life Chapters 18 21 0471-01831-7 Volume 3 Form and
screens. Discover the basic biology of addiction, including why children and teens are especially susceptible.
Function of Animal Life Chapters 22 32 0471-01830-9 Volume 4 Evolution
Become aware of the cognitive, psychological, and physical effects excess Internet and screen use. Learn how
social media, video gaming, and Internet pornography could be getting in the way of real-time living. Find out
Chapters 33 35 0471-01829-5 Volume 5 Diversity and Classification Chapters
why smartphones are not smart for you to use all the time. Understand the science of how and why you can
36 39 0471-01828-7 Volume 6 Ecology and Animal Behavior Chapters 40 44
become addicted to your screens so you can unplug more easily and use your time for what matters most.
0471-01832-5 This is just one of the many ways Wiley helps you make your
Empower yourself and your children to build a positive relationship with the Internet and digital technology. This
education experience a positive one. In the opening pages of these paperbacks,
book can help you and your loved ones plug back into life and show you where you can find information,
resources, support, and treatment. Overcoming Internet Addiction is about taking back control of your time and you will find important information about how to maximize the value of the
book.
attention and learning to manage your screen use, so it doesn’t manage you.
Sugar chains (glycans) are often attached to proteins and lipids and have multiple roles in the organization and
Exploring Biology in the Laboratory: Core Concepts
function of all organisms. "Essentials of Glycobiology" describes their biogenesis and function and offers a useful Biology, Study Guide
gateway to the understanding of glycans.
Headache and Migraine Biology and Management
The Scent of Eros
Biology 2e
Emerging Trends in Biosciences
Molecular Biology of the Cell
Prentice Hall Exploring Life Science
Acclaimed for its clear, friendly style, excellent illustrations, leading author team, and
BSCS Biology
compelling theme of exploration, Neuroscience: Exploring the Brain, Fourth Edition takes a
From Mushrooms to Complex Life Forms
fresh, contemporary approach to the study of neuroscience, emphasizing the biological basis
CD-ROM contains: investigations, videos, word study & glossary, cumulative tests and
of behavior. The authors’ passion for the dynamic field of neuroscience is evident on every
chapter guides.
Welcome to Explorations and biological anthropology! An electronic version of this textbook page, engaging students and helping them master the material. In just a few years, the field
is available free of charge at the Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges' webpage of neuroscience has been transformed by exciting new technologies and an explosion of
knowledge about the brain. The human genome has been sequenced, sophisticated new
here: www.explorations.americananthro.org
Habitability of the Universe before Earth: Astrobiology: Exploring Life on Earth and Beyond methods have been developed for genetic engineering, and new methods have been
introduced to enable visualization and stimulation of specific types of nerve cells and
(series) examines the times and places—before life existed on Earth—that might have
provided suitable environments for life to occur, addressing the question: Is life on Earth de connections in the brain. The Fourth Edition has been fully updated to reflect these and
other rapid advances in the field, while honoring its commitment to be student-friendly with
novo, or derived from previous life? The universe changed considerably during the vast
epoch between the Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago and the first evidence of life on Earth 4.3 striking new illustrati
billion years ago, providing significant time and space to contemplate where, when and under A Note to the Student Wiley is dedicated to meeting faculty and student needs by providing
flexible educational materials for your Introductory Biology course. Wiley has divided
what circumstances life might have arisen. No other book covers this cosmic time period
Biology: Exploring Life into six separate paperback volumes to allow maximum utility.
from the point of view of its potential for life. The series covers a broad range of topics
Hardcover Contents ISBN Biology: Exploring Life Chapters 1-44 0471-54408-6 Paperback
encompassing laboratory and field research into the origins and evolution of life on Earth,
life in extreme environments and the search for habitable environments in our solar system Units Contents ISBN Volume 1 Cell Biology and Genetics Chapters 1-17 0471-01827-9
Volume 2 Form and Function of Plant Life Chapters 18-21 0471-01831-7 Volume 3 Form
and beyond, including exoplanets, exomoons and astronomical biosignatures. Provides
and Function of Animal Life Chapters 22-32 0471-01830-9 Volume 4 Evolution Chapters
multiple hypotheses on the origin of life and distribution of living organisms in space
Explores the diversity of physical environments that may support the origin and evolution of 33-35 0471-01829-5 Volume 5 Diversity and Classification Chapters 36-39 0471-01828-7
life Integrates contemporary views in biology and cosmology, and provides reasons that life Volume 6 Ecology and Animal Behavior Chapters 40-44 0471-01832-5 This is just one of
the many ways Wiley helps you make your education experience a positive one. In the
is far more mobile in space than most people expect Includes access to a companion web
opening pages of these paperbacks, you will find important information about how to
site featuring supplementary information such as animated computer simulations
maximize the value of the book.
Biology Is Technology
THE NEWEST BOOK IN OUR EXPLORING SERIES, EXPLORING THE WORLD OF
A Computable Universe
BIOLOGY IS A FACINATING LOOK AT LIFE - FROM THE SMALLEST PROTEINS AND
The Basic Practice of Statistics, 6th Ed
SPORES, TO THE COMPLEX LIFE SYSTEMS OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS.
Astrobiology: Exploring Life on Earth and Beyond (series)
Concepts of Biology
Microalgae in Health and Disease Prevention
This colorful science text helps students enjoy the study of God s world by teaching Evolutionary Dynamics
them more advanced scientific concepts. Students will study the environment, matter, Mysteries of Odor in Human Sexuality
Understanding and Exploring Nature as Computation
energy, plants, and animals often utilizing hands-on experiments. An answer key is
Habitability of the Universe before Earth
also provided at the back of the workbook. Grade 3."
There are two crucial issues in the treatment and management of headache patients: More
This lively, richly illustrated text makes biology relevant and appealing, revealing it
than 50% of individuals experiencing headache have only been treated symptomatically, with
as a dynamic process of exploration and discovery. Portrays biologists as they really no appropriate diagnosis established; and history and neurologic examination are essential to
are—human beings—with motivations, misfortunes and mishaps much like everyone
establishing a diagnosis, and thus selecting appropriate therapy. Headache and Migraine
has. Encourages students to think critically, solve problems, apply biological
Biology and Management is a practical text that addresses these issues, featuring
principles to everyday life.
contributions from expert clinical authors. The book covers in detail topics including chronic
Ebook: Biology
and episodic migraine, post-traumatic headache, sinus headache, cluster headache, tension
headache, and others. Chapters are also dedicated to treatment subjects, including
Loose-leaf Version for Exploring Psychology
psychiatric and psychological approaches, medication overuse, inpatient treatment, and
“All families and genera”
pediatric issues. This book is an ideal resource for researchers and clinicians, uniting
A Human Approach. Teacher's guide
practical discussion of headache biology, current ideas on etiology, future research, and
Exploring Living Things
genetic significance and breakthroughs. This resource is useful to those who want to
Biology for AP
Courses
understand headache biology, treat and manage symptoms, and for those performing
Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester introduction to biology research in the headache field. A practical discussion of headache biology, current ideas on
course for non-science majors, which for many students is their only college- etiology, future research, and genetic significance and breakthroughs Features chapters
level science course. As such, this course represents an important opportunity from leading physicians and researchers in headache medicine Full-color text that includes
both an overview of multiple disciplines and discusses the measures that can be used to
for students to develop the necessary knowledge, tools, and skills to make
treat headaches
informed decisions as they continue with their lives. Rather than being mired
Biology for AP courses covers the scope and sequence requirements of a typical twodown with facts and vocabulary, the typical non-science major student needs
semester Advanced Placement biology course. The text provides comprehensive coverage
information presented in a way that is easy to read and understand. Even more of foundational research and core biology concepts through an evolutionary lens. Biology for
importantly, the content should be meaningful. Students do much better when
AP Courses was designed to meet and exceed the requirements of the College Board’s
they understand why biology is relevant to their everyday lives. For these
AP Biology framework while allowing significant flexibility for instructors. Each section of
reasons, Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary basis and includes the book includes an introduction based on the AP curriculum and includes rich features
exciting features that highlight careers in the biological sciences and everyday that engage students in scientific practice and AP test preparation; it also highlights
careers and research opportunities in biological sciences.
applications of the concepts at hand.We also strive to show the
At a time of unprecedented expansion in the life sciences, evolution is the one theory that
interconnectedness of topics within this extremely broad discipline. In order to transcends all of biology. Any observation of a living system must ultimately be interpreted
meet the needs of today's instructors and students, we maintain the overall
in the context of its evolution. Evolutionary change is the consequence of mutation and
organization and coverage found in most syllabi for this course. A strength of
natural selection, which are two concepts that can be described by mathematical equations.
Evolutionary Dynamics is concerned with these equations of life. In this book, Martin A.
Concepts of Biology is that instructors can customize the book, adapting it to
Nowak draws on the languages of biology and mathematics to outline the mathematical
the approach that works best in their classroom. Concepts of Biology also
principles according to which life evolves. His work introduces readers to the powerful yet
includes an innovative art program that incorporates critical thinking and
simple laws that govern the evolution of living systems, no matter how complicated they
clicker questions to help students understand--and apply--key concepts.
might seem. Evolution has become a mathematical theory, Nowak suggests, and any idea of
Do you want your students to engage with and retain psychology's key
an evolutionary process or mechanism should be studied in the context of the mathematical
principles, and to work toward becoming better students and better people in
equations of evolutionary dynamics. His book presents a range of analytical tools that can be
used to this end: fitness landscapes, mutation matrices, genomic sequence space, random
the process? Best-selling Exploring Psychology offers creative ways to help
drift, quasispecies, replicators, the Prisoner’s Dilemma, games in finite and infinite
make it happen. The new edition of Exploring Psychology offers outstanding
populations, evolutionary graph theory, games on grids, evolutionary kaleidoscopes, fractals,
currency on the research, practice, and teaching of psychology. Myers and
and spatial chaos. Nowak then shows how evolutionary dynamics applies to critical realDeWall inspire students with fascinating findings and applications, effective
world problems, including the progression of viral diseases such as AIDS, the virulence of
new study tools and technologies, and a compassionate and compelling
infectious agents, the unpredictable mutations that lead to cancer, the evolution of altruism,
storytelling voice. Their presentation is based on the same guiding principles
and even the evolution of human language. His book makes a clear and compelling case for
that made David Myers the world's bestselling introductory psychology author. understanding every living system—and everything that arises as a consequence of living
systems—in terms of evolutionary dynamics.
Facilitate learning by teaching critical thinking and helping students at every
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An Open Invitation to Biological Anthropology
Biochemistry
Neuroscience: Exploring the Brain, Enhanced Edition
Does Sex Matter?
Biology, Form and Function of Animal Life, Chapters 22-32

Scientists have long known that chemical communication via pheromones is a
powerful influence on how animals develop, mate, bond, and nurture their offspring.
Human animals are no exception. Pheromones, explain the authors, alter hormone
levels, can accelerate puberty, control women's menstrual cycles, influence our
choice in a mate, and even influence our sexual orientation. They help us tell lovers
and family members from strangers and are essential to the mother-infant bond.
Pheromones influence how often we have sex, and with whom. They influence how
the brain develops, what we remember, and how we learn. Grounded in solid
scientific research, yet maintaining an easy-to-read style, The Scent of Eros is an
engrossing read about a whole new world under our noses! Kohl and Francoeur show
the pathway from social-environmental sensory input to the hormones that influence
our behavior, especially our sexual behavior. The authors suggest and show that
pheromones are the primary link between the nature and the nurture of human
sexuality.
“All families and genera”: Exploring the Corpus of English Life Sciences Texts aims
at exploring scientific writing in late Modern English. This volume is the fourth of its
kind devoted to the analysis of the relations between language and different scientific
disciplines from 1700 to 1900. Here, forty texts on biology and related fields as
compiled in the Corpus of English Life Sciences Texts (CELiST) constitute the basis
for the fifteen studies describing scientific discourse on methodological issues, the
period and the status of the discipline itself as well as pilot studies. CELiST is
accompanied by an updated version of the Coru a Corpus Tool (CCT), a purposedesigned software. Both the tool and the corpus are freely accessible at the
Repositorio Universidade Coru a: CCT at http://hdl.handle.net/2183/21850and
CELiST at https://ruc.udc.es/dspace/handle/2183/25720(DOI:
https://doi.org/10.17979/spudc.9788497497848). The book is addressed to an
international readership. It is of interest for university libraries as well as other
academic institutions/societies and individual scholars specialised in corpus
linguistics and historical linguistics all over the world.
Exploring the Brain, Enhanced Edition
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